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Dear editor,
Vehicle re-identification is a procedure in which a
query image of a vehicle can be matched to vehi-
cle images captured by different cameras in a data
gallery. This procedure is extremely important for
the improvement of public safety; however, accu-
rately re-identifying vehicles is a very challenging
computer vision task because vehicle images are
captured from different camera view-points and
they usually contain large variations in appear-
ances. Therefore, the development of an effective
vehicle re-identification method is both challeng-
ing and socially meaningful.

Before recognition, images are usually repre-
sented by features (e.g., texture [1], sparse codi-
ng [2], deep learning [3]) to resist some adverse
factors (e.g., illumination changes, deformations,
noise). In re-identification field, the view-point
variation is a key challenge. To address the view-
point variation issue, a common strategy used
for the person re-identification tasks is to model
the horizontal symmetry of a pedestrian in ei-
ther hand-crafted feature representation methods
(e.g., ELF [4] and LOMO [5]) or deep feature
learning methods (e.g., horizontal pooling mod-
ule [3, 6]). These methods have been specifically
developed for person re-identification, and they
may not be suitable for direct application in ve-
hicle re-identification tasks because the symme-

try characteristics of vehicles are quite different
from those of pedestrians. Furthermore, vehicle
re-identification procedures should include the use
of both horizontal and vertical pooling modules
because vehicles contain not only strong left-right
symmetry but also considerable up-down symme-
try. Efficient use of these modules to describe ve-
hicle images in both directions would improve the
analysis of vehicle images in terms of view-point
variations, thereby enhancing their performance.

Method. Based on these factors, an effective
deep learning feature for vehicle re-identification,
called the joint horizontal and vertical deep learn-
ing feature (JHV-DLF), is proposed herein to de-
scribe vehicle images in both horizontal and verti-
cal directions, which makes re-identification robust
toward view-point variations. As shown in Figu-
re 1, the proposed method first exploits a shortly
and densely connected convolutional neural net-
work [7] as a basic deep feature learning module
(B-DFLM) on the square input vehicle image to
extract a d × d basic feature map. Then, a hor-
izontal and vertical deep feature learning module
(HV-DFLM) is used to jointly compress the basic
d× d feature maps into d× 1 and 1× d directional
feature maps corresponding to the horizontal and
vertical directions. Finally, these two directional
feature maps are concatenated as the final feature
for vehicle re-identification.
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Figure 1 (Color online) Diagram for the proposed method. The acronyms MP, HAP, VAP, T, SN and CAT denote max
pooling, horizontal average pooling, vertical average pooling, transposition, spatial normalization and concatenation layers,
respectively. (a) The packaged block of convolutional layer, batch normalization and leaky ReLU layers (CBLR) block;
(b) the short and dense unit (SDU); (c) the framework of joint horizontal and vertical deep feature learning.

Experiment. Our study presents performance
comparisons between the proposed JHV-DLF
and representative state-of-the-art methods (i.e.,
LOMO [5], BOW-SFIT [8], PROVID [9], Nu-
FACT + Plate-SNN [9] and NuFACT + Plate-
REC [9]) on the vehicle re-identification (VeRi) [9]
database. Among all compared methods, the
JHV-DLF method acquired the highest rank-1
identification rate, 84.74%.

By maintaining the B-DFLM as unchanged, we
further comprehensively analyzed the contribu-
tions of the proposed HV-DFLM on performance
improvement. The features learned in the configu-
rations that use the HV-DFLM, only the horizon-
tal deep feature learning sub-module, or only the
vertical deep feature learning sub-module, are de-
noted as JHV-DLF, H-DLF, and V-DLF, respec-
tively.

The performance of the proposed JHV-DLF on
the VeRi database was superior to that of both H-
DLF and V-DLF. In particular, the mean average
precision (MAP) of JHV-DLF is 2.62% and 3.03%
higher than that of H-DLF and V-DLF, respec-
tively. Moreover, the rank-1 identification rate of
JHV-DLF is 1.61% and 3.57% higher than that
of H-DLF and V-DLF, respectively. This demon-
strates that the use of JHV-DLF that comprehen-
sively describes vehicles in both the horizontal and
vertical directions is beneficial to the robustness
of camera view-point variations, which allows for
better performance.

Conclusion. This study presents an effective
JHV-DLF for vehicle re-identification. Using the
proposed HV-DFLM, vehicles can be comprehen-
sively described in both the horizontal and vertical
directions, which provides robustness against cam-
era view-point variations. Our experiments show
that the proposed JHV-DLF is superior to multi-
ple state-of-the-art vehicle re-identification meth-
ods on the VeRi database.
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